
 

Astronomer ponders the idea of looking for
long extinct intelligent alien life
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(Phys.org)—Jason Wright, an astronomy professor at Penn State, has
uploaded a paper to the arXiv preprint sever that addresses the issue of
whether we have looked hard enough for extinct alien life—particularly
intelligent forms of extraterrestrial life. In his paper, he questions
whether enough effort is being put into looking for evidence of space-
faring alien life forms (technosignatures) that are now extinct but who
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might have left behind evidence of their existence here in our own solar
system—everything here is much closer, he notes, than the next-nearest
star system.

To be clear, Wright is not suggesting that he believes such forms of life
once existed or that there is any evidence of them, as some in the media
have suggested. Instead, he is merely suggesting that as part of a
thorough search for alien life forms, we ought to include those that
might once have been nearby, but who, for whatever reason, either left
or went extinct. He notes that most current research involved in looking
for life beyond Earth is focused on finding biosignatures—evidence of 
extraterrestrial life that is still alive today, including simple microbes.

Evidence of extinct aliens would likely be difficult if not impossible to
find on Earth, he notes, due to plate tectonics, weather etc., if timelines
of millions of years are considered. But other bodies in the solar system
are capable of holding onto material for very long time periods due to
subsurface features that offer protection from meteor strikes and solar
radiation—examples might include asteroids or moons, which, if aliens
did ever visit our solar system, would have provided both shelter and
privacy. He notes that technosignatures could come in a variety of
forms—from evidence of mining to materials that could not have
formed naturally.

Wright suggests that some effort ought to be made seeking
technosignatures, both here on our home planet (in rock that is millions
or even billions of years old, perhaps) and as we study planets, their
moons and other objects in the solar system capable of harboring 
evidence.

  More information: Prior Indigenous Technological Species,
arXiv:1704.07263 [astro-ph.EP] arxiv.org/abs/1704.07263 
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https://phys.org/tags/life/
https://phys.org/tags/extraterrestrial+life/
https://phys.org/tags/evidence/
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Abstract
One of the primary open questions of astrobiology is whether there is
extant or extinct life elsewhere the Solar System. Implicit in much of
this work is that we are looking for microbial or, at best, unintelligent
life, even though technological artifacts might be much easier to find.
SETI work on searches for alien artifacts in the Solar System typically
presumes that such artifacts would be of extrasolar origin, even though
life is known to have existed in the Solar System, on Earth, for eons. But
if a prior technological, perhaps spacefaring, species ever arose in the
Solar System, it might have produced artifacts or other technosignatures
that have survived to present day, meaning Solar System artifact SETI
provides a potential path to resolving astrobiology's question. Here, I
discuss the origins and possible locations for technosignatures of such a
prior indigenous technological species, which might have arisen on
ancient Earth or another body, such as a pre-greenhouse Venus or a wet
Mars. In the case of Venus, the arrival of its global greenhouse and
potential resurfacing might have erased all evidence of its existence on
the Venusian surface. In the case of Earth, erosion and, ultimately, plate
tectonics may have erased most such evidence if the species lived Gyr
ago. Remaining indigenous technosignatures might be expected to be
extremely old, limiting the places they might still be found to beneath
the surfaces of Mars and the Moon, or in the outer Solar System.
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